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1* Introduction» A collineation is a projective trans¬ 
formation setting up a one to one direct and inverse correspondence 
between the points of a space. The non-singular collineation of 
three dimensional space carries a point P into a point P' and by 
its inverse carries P' back into P . An invariant point of the 
transformation is one which corresponds to itself. I wish to classi¬ 
fy the non-singular collineation of three dimensional space, with 
respect to their invariant points and to show for each class the 
geometric configuration of its invariant points and planes. The in¬ 
variant lines may be trusted to care for themselves. 

Such a classification is not new. Comprehensive treatments 
are given in Bocher’s Introduction to Higher Algebra, Chapter XXIJ 
and in Snyder and Sisam’s Analytic Geometry of Space, Chapters IX 
and XII.® I wish to make the classification by a metho^more ^ele- 
mentary than the one ordinarily employed,and without/uslng^invariant 
factors or elementary divisors. The method to be employed was sug¬ 
gested by W.C. Graustein, and is an extension of a classification 
made by Soph^Us Lie, for non-singular eollineations of a space of 
two dimensions? 

Theorem 1. The non-singular collineation in three dimensional 
space is defined in homogenous point coordinates by the linear 
transformation 

Pxf — a-»*»-* 

fi Xq r aVl tO-ifL. X % + **Vy Xv 

of a point, 
and not all the homogenous coordinates of a point may be zero* The 
same is true for the . Since ja-l'+O }(L) can solved for 

provided the determinant of the coefficients 
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does not vanish* 

Not all the Xc are zero, for they are coordinate 

i-ïe, VorlesuvKgen Clber conhnuie.r/1'che O-ruppen,.. T^bner, /svs, Ktpjf, 

OiwJL V/A. u/*A. (XJI'UJ ' XtK, t 7 



the solution is unique,* and is given by the equations 

I3ày - A„<4 A„ x; + 
l° ' 

=. Ai%t', 4 Avilit* ^Sl*3 

(L-) 

A_ , «'«te. 
,-jis the eofactor of «// (the subscripts for rows and columns are 

interchanged)• The determinant 

/?„v4,.> Aei fi*,) 

] h | A, Al.v AI. ^1v 
'' ' Atî> A,» 

A|l# /^..y /\J4 /4yn 

does not vanish for it is the conjugate of the determinant 

K A, A,, | 

A*v K-u A*H 

A>| A-Jo. Aj-h yAj u 

A*t AY-V fitjU 

which in turn is the adjoint of lo-l’, The adjoint of a determinant 
of order n is then- / power of that determinant. Conjugate deter¬ 
minants are equal. Therefore for n=.i/ 

f\ = |a)V" ' 0L\S*O 

Since M/+ & > (^- ) has a unique solution. The solution is pre¬ 
cisely the one given by equations (L) » If a pointais transformed by 
( L) into the point pl then P‘ is transformed by (ir'J back into the 
point P « 

Since the system^; sets up a one-to-one correspondence 
between the points of three dimensional/space, it defines a non¬ 
singular collineation of that space. 

*The necessary and sufficient condition that m. linear non— 
homogeneous equations in vu unknowns have a solution other than 0,0,... 0, 
is that the determinant of the coefficients does not vanish. 
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Theorem 2» U-) defines a collineation of 
lines of three dimensional spaoe* 

Consider the distinct points A and B with 
their transforms ; the point Q, on A &_ , and its 
transform. Q*, and show fillies on A'6' , The 
points A‘ and o' are distinct because of the 
character of (L) * 

Since (9. is collinear with A and B its 
coordinates are linear combinations of the 
coordinates of A and 3 » 

• '• ^ + /3J^ x. = /.i.a.*/ 

Consider a„ ÇC, + a-^fLu + a./5 X3 t a-,H -f-or 
5 * Uia be'n ^ an*Xet 

, j Î* ~ • 
°C a!- -t- 0,3 a3 t CL,H ) 

/3 ^ = 4 a,i ^ f ft, J ^ f ^ J 

• '• **V'4 *''= ■£•**>+»*>) -K> + *„ 

(L) t ( ; (**!+/3a*(*Q,f4*o 

P aifJplAx + fit*) + OL^x, (oi<!9 y 

oca^+fillz, p«i^t O! Tht v»Ues satisfy (L) 

°° 0*’ + A4 " * " Q. • Linear eowbiTiatior) of c««rd.<Mates of »W6' 

Therefore if ^ = *6 4*. ■+• fi&ji 

%i - ^ 4K 

but «4 m. ai is a linear combination of the coordinates of 
and /, "the point defined by oc n + is on the line A'6*. and. if 

(i) defint$ a toiiir*tzi/07? of pù/ntXJ Urd*f(r>t$ a C.otUn**tïôvi off/i7ei as ive//, 
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o Theorem 3, The collineation defines a one to one direct 
and inverse correspondence between planes of space* 

Consider three non-collinear points A. S,*»iff., their plane, and 
a fourth point (Si of the plane but not eollinear with any two of 
the other three* Cs{_ is linearly dependent on A, B_, &vdCtand. -theV~« 
coordinates» • ' . . .. ^ 

-f- /SS*+-ye<.' 

Show iftat G}' i t o-» iht. plant of A113‘ C, 
The proof is merely an extension of proof for Theorem 2* 

°oa*. — ^m> "t "t 

t cl = A, t&i Cl 

41 C^'J — -t&A; f Y't‘) f ^ A.* J'*») -f *" 

which are the equationsof(L ) provided 

/. 
- oGci’-t- ft -4.V 

But the point defined by the £<’is linearly dependent on A*. tS.a^eCC
1 

and is therefore in their plane* 

0*Y) t 
2. Invariant points* A point is invariant if it transforms 

into itself* The coordinates of an invariant point and of its 
transform have the relation 

/°xj - y K 

Substitute for in equation (D » The resulting equations 

+CLit^-Aa-n X3Vd 

(£> ) X , +(WvN) y%+ t x¥= Û 

^*1 %imt* J Xj-f Xy ~ ^ 

(Li/f Kt “t Zi 

Vl/irt 

dtifrminanè 

OL,'u ^-'y 

4x| <n 

«J/ «Va 

*f/ <fy-w «Vs *vy 

form a system of A\ homogeneous linear equations in no unknowns 
where v\—ij » Such a system has solutions other than 10,0,0,©) ■> > 
if and only if the determinant of the coefficients vanishes* The 
number of linearly independent solutions of the system is on- Y” 
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where n is the order and A- the rank of the determinant; and 
further any linear combination of solutions is also a solution* 
The rank of a determinant is the order of the non-vanishing minor 
of highest order* 

Every solution of (L^) defines a point invariant under the trans- 
formation(/.) and every set of values proportional to those of a 
solution defines the same point** i*e* if (&t) «,.><*,is a solution 
defining the point A » then 3^^jalso defines A * 
This is true because equations (L^)are homogenous* Further,if ^jhas 
two linearly independent solutions, a,aja.vJ and -d^) 
defining two distinct points A and Q * the linear combinations 

-b t'iJU'-x, ) are solutions defining points on the line Alb * If 
/1/) has two linearly independent solutions every point on a line 
fa pencil of p$\ris) is invariant* A line may be invariant without all 
of its points being invariant* If iLj* ;has three linearly independent 
solutions* all the linear combinations of the three are also solutions* 
The three linearly independent solutions define three distinct points. 
Every linear combination of them* defines a point in their plane, 
hence all the points of a plane (à. spread of points) are invariant* 
If there are four linearly independent solutions all the points of 
space are invariant* Under what conditions does the system (fy) have 
solutions? The determinant 0 for i.t is not zero for Ass.0, 
is a polynomial of the fourth degree in > * The equation 

1—Û 

has four roots, real or imaginary, distinct or not* Call them 
A/,A,.t>s ^ » A-c then =-° t which is 
the necessary and sufficient condition that J have solutions other 
than 0,0,0,0 * The system of equations 

X, -+ X4 + <x,v Xy — û 

ûJI A/ + °~ii. -y^Xaf 4-sfXÿ —a 

Q-y< Xi ~t" i.K\A «-VJki~t(a9y"(Aj— Û 

has for each of the four values of A* one or more linearly independent 
solutions with a corresponding set of dependent solutions* The, 
number of linearly independent solutions for each depends on the 
relation between the multiplicity of the root Xc an<I ike ran^ of the 
determinant * 



5* Multiple roots. 
Theorem 4. Let be a root of lD*i\=Q , ml the multiplicity 

of , A the order and the rank of t0 prove satisfies 
the relation > <v>- rv»X. .^The first part of the inequality 
holds for it [1>^l ^ O , H * That Ax^-n-ynX remains 
to be proved. Recall that multiplicity of a root fZ of the equation 
■U<) =s. O » is associated with the derivatives of -?60 , If K. is a 
single root, -f-'(K) ^ if R is a double root, ^ O , but 

general if H. is a root of multiplicity m , *=-0 
but all ■f 0=0 ■==- O , Since is a function of / , the 
derivatives ot0/j can be used for investigating the multiplicity of 
roots of|D^| -s. 0 • I ^ * 'V is a single root, etc. The 
derivative of a determinant of order n is the sum of n determinants, 
each determinant in this sum being like the original except that the 
elements of one row are replaced by their derivatives, and its 
derivatives, follow 

O^- 

1 

ai/ «•ti CLzM 

<X3 ! 

Aq I 
&*i l 

aS3~?‘ 

a-ib 

OL}U 

1 

Note that all the elements except those of the principal diagonal 
are constants* The derivative of akyelement of the principal 
diagonal is — I , and of any other element is zero. 

I / 
-t Ô 0 O 1 

It 0 -t 0 6 

-f- / a%x. ^3iT> «3V -/ 0 

«VL. «^3 <*yy «V L. ^3 

<tv~b “/>■ 
0Llf Aiv)' 

a.},, 

o a a-l 

Cc2l/ 

I *3ï *33-> «}</ 
j a.ifA 

^/Z. ^-/y 
a'3 

AJ( Û3»*> -l‘hu 4^ 

1 4.}/ ^31 

^..principal minors of order 3.£cfU>.') -n-'*3 

; principal minors of order 2 of each of the four 
minors of order 3. 

. principal minors of order 3. 
..principal minors of order /. n - 8 — * (-1) {+*-)(-*) 2Z 

^ principal minors of order zero, that is a constant. 

The order of the derivative and the order of the corresponding minors 
add to foury ^cis of multiplicity yu. ,i.e. minors of 
order does not vanish, then certainly some one of the minors 
fails to vanish and the determinant | is of rank as great at least 
as 7\-KV\Â , which is the order of one of the non vanishing minors. 
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Tlie rank may however be greater than w-wv for the sum of minors may 
be zero without all of the minors being zero. The minors in the 
derivative 1 are of order one greater than the minors 

in the derivative 

h. x — ** - 'Vr'-A 

_ . £***7 
|J)/I » Therefore A.* satisfies the relation 

and we have y\ >■ 7^ >■ m - TV»^’ 

4. Points fixed by one value of X » It is now possible to 
tabulate and interpret the solutions of (/->* ) for any one of the 
roots Ax y «■ 4. 

-»*• »»-»?*• A* 

no» linearly 
independent 
solutions 

Number and distribution of 
invariant points» 

/ 3 3 / 
A single point 

>, 2. a 3 / 

r 

2. 

A single point fixed twice 
(to account for the two 

roots) 
All the points of a line 

A, 

A1 

- >3 

5 / 3 

2 

/ 

/ 

2- 

3 

A single point fixed three times» 
All the points of a line, one of 

them fixed twice» 
All the points of a plane» 

A/ 

- /l- 

- At/ 

4 0 

f 

3 

2. 

2. 

/ 

0 

1 

*2. 

2- 

3 

H 

A single point fixed 4 times. 
All the points of a line, two fixed 

twice each» 
All the points of a line, one fixed 

three times. 
All the points of a plane, one 

fixed twice. 
All the points of space. 

What is the relation between the invariant points defined by 
solutions of and. those defined by solutions of (L>j- ) ? 
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Theorem 5, It ^ -4 A ( then point A (o.,tatlat^defined 
by (i-Ax; ) and point B^b», t,%vJ defined by (iY") are linearly 
independent* 

Suppose A. and 6 linearly dependent then Is,-tea,, bx-A(k-u, -liy = /ta v 
Since 1=0, W bA-= JOx.' satisfy 
equations . 

( ,->i) a, + -h a-,3 æ3 ■=. a 

-j. CCn.'ka^ ■fCLfi'fin, +CL,vktLu =. O , 

* | ^24.irk 
[and subtract 

The difference 
)a, )av — O 

a-,, a, -a.,*, -CL,, ^ 4 a, Vi-0 
Ri ^ — O by HypsHiesrs 

t i o 

In. like manner from, the second equation ot {Lx) 
Q*i a» + 0e*•».-• -f 

0-»i fad, CLxtjedit d.^‘"Ao-^=. 0 

we show that ^i-=-<0 , and so on for <2* and 
But not all of the point coordinates of a point may be zero, 
so to suppose that - ‘Aa.x, , leads to a solution we know 
to be impossible, therefore bi. La.^and the points A and & 
are distinct. 

j 
i«.A point determined by solutions when A»A,«J is linearly • 

independent of any point determined by solution when A *•>■/ -f«v Ai % A^ 

5* Points fixed by the four values of XL • The table may 
be extended to include solutions for all the roots, and their 
corresponding invariant points. For convenience indicate the 
four roots by , indicating multiplicity of a 
root by setting roots equal. It is convenient in the classifi¬ 
cation to account for points fixed by roots whether or not they are 
distinct. That is if is a root twice, and if 
fixes a single point, that point is said to be fixed twice or -bo be 
doubly invariant. 
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Relation 
of the four 
roots. 

Number of 
distinct roots. 

A* 

^ A# 
4 simple roots (l)Four linearly independent 

points. 

2 simple roots 

1 double root 

(2}A pencil of points and two 
distinct points, not all 
coplanar, 

(3)Three distinct points, one of 
them fixed twice. 

A/ “ /i. 
= >3 
^ Ay 

1 triple root 

1 simple root 

(4) A spread of points, and a point 
not contained in it, 

(5) A pencil of points (one fixed 
twice} and a point of the 
pencil, 

(6}Two distinct points (one of them 
fixed three times} 

A/ = Az 
A3- Aÿ 
A/ 

2 double roots (7}Two distinct points, each fixed 
twice, 

(8}A pencil of points, and a point 
(fixed twice} not of the pencil, 

(9)Two pencils of points, not coplanar. 

A/ — Az 
= Aa 
- Av 

1 root of 
multiplicity 
4. 

(10)A single point fixed four times, 
(11}A pencil of points, one fixed three 

times, 
(12}A pencil of points, having two 

of its points fixed twice, 
(13}A spread of points, one fixed twice, 
(14}AL1 the points of the space. 

These fourteen cases exhaust the possible geometric forms of invariant 
points of the non-singular colllneations in three dimensional space, No- 
distinction is made in this classification between points that are real 
and those which are imaginary. 
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6» Invariant planes» Beeause of the dual relation of points 
and planes it is possible to state without proof, that the invariant 
planes for each class correspond in number and form of distribution to 
the invariant points of the class. Corresponding forms of points and 
planes are: (1) Point and plane; (2) Pencil of points and pencil of 
planes, i,e, all the points on a line and all the planes through a 
line; (3.) Spread of points and bundle of planes, i.e, all the points 
of a plane, and all the planes through a point; (4) All the points of 
space and all the planes of space. This dual property of points and 
planes shows the number and geometric form of the invariant planes 
of a class, but affords no means for connecting them with the invariant 
points of the same class. We need further information about their 
relations. 

Theorem 6» The transformation U) may be expressed in homogeneous 
plane coordinates. 

Consider the equation 

This represents either the equation of a plane in homogeneous point 
coordinates or the equation of a point in the homogeneous plane 
coordinates. Apply the linear transformation (L) and 
designate the new transform by 

A-/ + Xy —Q 

Now get the relations between and U.^ 
Substitute for Kj in KI —, Q 

whence 
four eqUauxvii» 

have the 

with the determinant 

| ^i/ | i ^y / 

n. ^ti A3 

a-,b 

°-'H 4^ 



The determinant [ «-4 does not equal zero because it is conjugate to 

I a. | and therefore equal to /<*.) * 0*'*°) 

Since |a„.| 4= Q * (Lu.) has a unique inverse and behaves in. 
every way quite as the system (L) behaves* The invariant points 

of the collineation were found by setting PK ~ h'f-*; in 

equations LL J * The invariant planes can be found by setting 
the resulting determinant 

j, i 

<*iy «.* y 

and the determinate]^] are conjugate and consequently are equal* 

Therefore the number and distribution of invariant planes corres¬ 

ponds to the number and distribution of invariant points* 

7* Relation of points and planes* 

Theorem ~j * The point determined by is on all planes 
determined by (Luand inversely a plane determined^ by/ 
is on all points determined by L^i) "‘•/’Let *,,**,*.»- 

be a solution of(/>,j and let *■„*%>**,<%, be a solution of 

(Lut^) p fmvidtd to prove z,7, + -t- *17, +0^, •=- o . If we get 
this relation we prove both direct and inverse of the theorem* 

Substitute in their respective equations and multiply each by 

values shown* 

S (‘V'Xt) /, + û-»»7v+ 

A*i Ï, q«\+a»Y'î1/- <4 

^1+ t(^vy“AJ Xy — O 

7, \( ) «V t °xi *'*■„ *>+%** = * 

yj *»i£+^»-viyx;+AJx^+«'V»-‘
<v-<5 

Xj| “■oSt eU|£*- +{
43ï*X|li^ + <*-**“■</- 6 

Jl- all terms = o X.all terms = £) 

Cy = /«„->*- «•«->*•}7, 4- 4-CaJ3T^<(®HMK:”6-^^) 

(each term of ^«except those involving X' *■ has a counterpart 
la^.î * 

♦ • (Xj-fc)tt )“«•*>• ~t (Xj ) Û"y ^ - (i 

(ct) -+ ■+ WâX^ +■ J 

But hy hypothesis* therefore the factor 
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Corollary, If ^ , the point ^ may or may not lie 
in the plane ^ » 

Consider equation LL obtained in proof of theorem 7 » 

If X‘rX; p no restrictions are placed on the other 
factor, 1 

If £*<:)£ =.0 > ^ Ü®3 in j»t' ®nd inversely. 

If ^ «•«.*!• -i- 6 p PL' does not lie in fy and plane 
does not contain point , 

8, Geometric form of invariant elements. Now show for 
each class of the non-singular collineations the number and 
geometric form of its invariant points and planes,, (and such 
of the invariant lines as appear incidentally^ 
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. Class 1. Four distinct points not 
Ai* in the same plane. Four distinct 

4^» planes with no point in common to +he.-Wr. 

-ta 

4^.» 

Class 2, A pencil of points and two 
distinct points, not all in the same 
plane, A pencil of planes with its 
axis on the two distinct points,and 
two distinct planes on the pencil 
of points. 

Class 3* Three distinct points, 
one doubly invariant. Three dis¬ 
tinct planes concurring in the 
doubly invariant point; the 
doubly invariant plane is on the 
three distinct points. 

A/- ta 

= h 

Class 4, A spread of points and 
a point not on the spread, A bundle of planes 
through the single point, and a plane, 
not of the bundle, on the spread of 
points. 
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Class 5. A pencil of points, 

(one of them doubly invariant) and 
a point not of the pencil* A pen¬ 
cil of planes with axis on the single 
point and not eoplanar with the 
pencil of points, (one plane of the 
pencil doubly invariant) and a 
plane not of the pencil, through 
pencil of points and the single 
point*. 

glass 6* Two distinct points, 
one of them fixed three times. Two 
distinct planes; the single plane is 
on the triple point and the triple 
plane on both points* This throws 
the line of intersection of the 
planes through the triple point 
and not through the single point* 

)"2_ 

^^ ^ 

Class 7. Two distinct points. 
Each doubly invariant. Two dis¬ 
tinct planes, each doubly in¬ 
variant intersecting on the 
line of the two points. 

Class 8. A pencil of points and 
a doubly invariant point, not of the 
pencil* A pencil of planes with axis 
in doubly invariant point, axis not 
eoplanar with the pencil of points; 
a-doubly invariant plane through the 
pencil of points and the doubly in¬ 
variant point* 

aovJkte f>W > s 

fxncif »1 lines. 
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Class 9. Two pencils of points 
not coplanar. Two pencils of 
planes, one on each, pencil of 
points as an axis. Note the many 
pencils of invariant lines. 

^2. Class 10. A single point fixed four 
times. A single but 4 ply plane on 
the point. 

Class 11. A pencil of points, 
one fixed three times. A pen¬ 
cil of planes, with axis through 
the pencil of points, one of the 
planes triple. 

Class 12. A pencil of points, two 
of which are doubly invariant, 
A pencil of planes with axis on 
pencil of points, two distinct 
planes being doubly invariant 

Class 13. A spread of points, 
doubly invariant. A bundle of 
planes with vertex in the doubly 
invariant point. The doubly in¬ 
variant plane is on the spread of 
points. 

one 

V»rte.X,b wvdle 
duo\*-Wt 

faivftl «+• 

Class 14. All the points of space, 
all the planes of space. 


